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ABSTRACT The behavior of peoples’ request for a post on online social media is a stochastic process
that makes post’s ranking highly skewed in nature. We mean peoples interest for a post can grow/decay
exponentially or linearly. Considering this nature of the evolutionary peoples’ interest, this paper presents a
Growth-based Popularity Predictor (GPP)model for predicting and ranking theweb-contents. Three different
kinds of web-based real datasets namely Movielens, Facebook-wall-post and Digg are used to evaluate the
performance of the proposed model. This performance is measured based on four information-retrieval
metrics Area Under receiving operating Characteristic (AUC), Novelty, Precision, and Kendal’s Tau. The
obtained results show that the prediction performance can be further improved if the score is mapped onto a
cumulative predicted item’s ranking.

INDEX TERMS Retrieval-ranking, trend prediction, recommender system, social media, information
retrieval.

I. INTRODUCTION
Ubiquitous internet access is permitting users world over to
be connected on social media such as Twitter, Facebook,
and Youtube. This results in generation of huge volume of
data every minute. It has been observed that our interac-
tion is not limited to users but also with items. The item
could be commercial-products, online-contents such as web-
pages or movies. This big data can be useful in various ways,
for example users liking, sharing and voting for the items on
e-commerce websites can act as endorsement for other users
and they may buy those products in the near future.

This data can be represented as bipartite-networks and
interaction between two different kinds of nodes for user
likes can be well explained. Bipartite-networks are useful
in the study of market-policy of an item and personalized
recommendations of an item by traversing the networks.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Guitao Cao .

On the other hand, monopartite - networks can help describe
interaction among the same kind of nodes to represent situ-
ations where a user follows other users. This will further be
helpful in finding the influential nodes and their reputation
in the networks. Monitoring the behaviour of the users will
provide us with prediction of items popularity or changing
interest of users. As liking or sharing varies frequently social
networking sites, who require the data for advertising, need
to mine information continuously. Predicting future trends is
of great importance in providing good marketing strategies
and better use of system resources. Therefore, the analysis of
such democratic and diverse data is becoming an emerging
field for the research community [1]–[5].

Recently, the scope of the digital world in increased in
a way that a number of smart objects are connecting in
a huge quantity [6]. During the current era, a new field
of research has emerged, referred to as the social IoT,
which mainly includes social networking features. The social
resources refers to smart devices that are capable of creating
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FIGURE 1. Bipartite network.

interactions with each other to independently achieve a com-
mon goal [7]. A small-world network is navigable if there
exists some short route to connect all pairs of nodes in the net-
work [8]. Due to its vast application researchers are focused
on this newly derived area and genrating a huge amount of
data [9]. Data is used by various online social networks, i.e.
Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook etc. analyzing and mining
of useful extracted information from these social networks
is not an easy task [10]. To overcome the problem of big
data considering every detail of items’ at every moment of
sharing or liking is a difficult task, consideration to solve the
problem by modeling user-item or item-item interaction over
time through evolving bipartite networks and mono- bipartite
networks respectively.

Bipartite networks are a particular class of complex net-
works, whose nodes are divided into two sets, and only
connections between two nodes in different sets are allowed.
Bipartite stands for an important class in social networks,
and many unipartite networks can be reinterpreted as bipar-
tite networks when edges are modeled as vertices, such as
items networks. While bipartite is the special case of general
graphs, common link prediction function cannot predict the
edge occurrence in bipartite graph without any specialization
that’s why here study using the history revision information
as novel popular items [11]. For the convenience of directly
showing the relation structure among a particular set (U ,V )
of nodes as in Figure 1, bipartite networks are usually com-
pressed by one-mode projection. This means that the ensuing
network contains nodes of only either of the two sets, and
two nodes are connected only if when they have at least one
common neighboring node.

The huge volume of the data generated by item creation
and sharing along with high speed and ease of access requires
advanced analyzing methods to mine relevant information
for the popularity prediction of an item. This is because
very often users are attracted to popular items and the phe-
nomena of sudden mass attraction leaves a trend on social
media with an impact on social-economic and political-
systems [12]. The parameter selection is another challenge.

Since item-consumption is occurring at all times on the
social-media, finding past-trend of item-consumption or
future demand of the item is relatively easier using precise
temporal details. While Predicting future popularity based
on the item feature is a difficult task [13]. This is especially
true, when all features of items cannot be considered at run-
time, because every instant online content is created without
explicit user features such as Facebook, Youtube, and Twitter
content.

Based on the extensive review of previous works, impor-
tant research opportunity for the presentation has been iden-
tified. Mainly one can find lack of models for (1) novel item
predictions and (2) correct prediction of temporal popular
items.

According to overcome the above limitations, these prob-
lems have been solved by including many aspect and system
into account. Considering recent popularity, three different
models depending on dominant factor, non-dominant factor
and aging effect have been proposed to predict long term
and short term treads. Among them recent popularity dom-
inant model performs better than the rest. Also it is worth
mentioning than when parametric recent popularity has been
considered along with the aging effect, it help to discover the
temporal popular items too.

In this paper, we propose a model to predict and rank
the web-content of online social media. Using this model,
we study three different kinds of online-social media namely
Movielens, Facebook- wall-post andDigg. This study focuses
on predicting futuristic popularity of an item based on infor-
mation at a given point of time along with growth ranking
which will generate trend as to which item may get maxi-
mum user attention. Progression with help of considerable
empirical observations on the chosen datasets enable us to
support obtained results. The said datasets contain the lat-
est information provided by the research group about user
to user and user with item interactions which are assumed
as monopartite and bipartite networks respectively. We then
model these networks to predict the items popularity.

Our contributions summarized as follows:
• We propose a model to predict and rank the web-content
of online social media. We applied on three real datasets
namely Movielens, Facebook-wall-post and Digg.

• This study focuses on a given time point along with
growth ranking and makes an effort to predict which
item may get great attention of the users in the given
future-time-window.

• Proposed model makes prediciton of already popular
items as well as it also able to predict some newly
popular items.

• We provide considerable empirical observations on the
chosen datasets to support obtained results. The said
datasets contain the latest information provided by the
research group about user-user and user-item interac-
tions which are assumed as monopartite and bipartite
networks respectively. We then model these networks to
predict the items’ popularity information.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we outline the related works and the motiva-
tion for our work. The proposed Growth-Based Popularity-
Prediction model and its Evaluation Metrics are introduced
in Section III. In Section IV, the remarkable performance
is demonstrated by the Experimental Setup and Results.
In Section V, Results and Discussion included. Finally,
in Section VI, we summarize our proposed work.

II. RELATED WORKS
In recent years, research is intensifying in Machine
Learning driven applications such as robot vision [14],
[15],autonomous vehicles [16], sibilance security [17],. The
medical data analysis using machine learning techniques
are more suitable for diagnosis of critical disease [18].
Application-level semantics of streaming video sources are
becoming more and more ubiquitous in a wide spectrum of
applications. Images [19], videos and audio can provide rich
data sources, from which additional information and context
can be surmised.

Predicting and ranking of web-content can provide valu-
able insights in varied areas such as online marketing, good
marketing-strategies, social-economical trend prediction and
so on. As a visual asset with diverse applications, it gets
focused attention of the researchers to work in this domain
[18] along with addition of novelÂ prediction methods for
different types of web content in recent years. Most of the
contemporary literature delibrates on predicting various real-
life outcomes like item recommendations, election results,
social-bot identification, box-office revenues and many more
using online social media [16]. Prediction techniques mea-
sure a certain level of interest for a web-content that the
online-community will exihibit in near future. In the initial
phase, researchers ascertained the web-access pattern and
substantiated that the behavior of users requests for web-
content is a stochastic process. Further, Zipfs law described
that the distribution of users requests for web-content is
highly skewed [22].

The web-content access pattern becomes a parameter in
prediction of web- content popularity. Time series model
demonstrates the measures of interest by defining rise and
fall pattern of the web-content in the recent-time-window
[15], [16]. For instance ephemeral fashion, movies, election-
campaign exhibit continuously changing popularity trend pat-
tern. So does online news articles. On the other hand, some
events on social-media are seasonal or cyclic such as election-
period and clothing. Researchers have found that some web-
content gains popularity at regular intervals and study how
time distribution helps in predicting cascade recurrence [6].
This is the case with bibliographic data where paper-citation
often remain popular for long lifespan and gradually their
popularity may be lost. However, paper-citation does some-
times exhibit sudden rise in popularity after a long hibernation
period. Some studies have revealed that the interest generated
by a web content is transient, heterogeneous, and often unpre-
dictable [10], [18] if the patterns vary sharply.

Some researchers concluded that accurate prediction of
web-content is very hard without early web access infor-
mation [3], [19]. To tackle the issue, researchers classify
the web- content popularity into two classes: Reference-
based popularity prediction and View-based popularity pre-
diction. Reference-based popularity prediction has found
applications in news-articles, Facebook-wall-post and trend-
ing images/videos. Hashtag on social media characterises
these web-content to predict their popularity. A proportion of
literature refers to these methods as Pre-publication predic-
tion methods. On the other hand View-based prediction meth-
ods predict web-content popularity based on users request
received after their publication. These methods also called as
Post-publication prediction methods and are used for biblio-
graphic content [20].

Most often access patterns of web-contents exhibit similar
popularity initially and gives a diverse pattern afterwards.
These diverse popularity evolution patterns are further inves-
tigated in [4], [23] and the authors have concluded that
the use of recent popularity and total popularity in a given
point of time leads to higher accuracy in predictions in tar-
geted future-time-window. To substantiate the above asser-
tion, Zeng et al. [23] divided three different datasets into two
time frames namely past-time-window and future- time win-
dow, and predicted that recent popularity is useful for short
lifespan window and total popularity performs reasonably
well in the long run.

Another model is proposed [12] in which re-tweet pattern
is analyzed. This is obtained by having the tweet count for
a short span of time and then predicting the re-tweet count
for three days after publication. Authors first gathered data
for the re-tweet count after every 20 minute time interval for
first hour and then used this information to determine the
most similar tweet pattern in the training set of the given
re-tweet features set. The predicted popularity was then set to
the weighted average of the re-tweets. Search engines predict
the social media item popularity on the basis of their usage
and click rate. The ranking is then obtained by predicting
the future consumption of items. Although various ranking
methodologies can be applied, our focus is temporal features
like time of item consumption, or current trending items on
social media such as popular videos on Youtube [23].

A model is proposed [12] in which re-tweet pattern is
analyzed. This is obtained by having the tweet count for
a short span of time and then predicting the re-tweet count
for three days after publication. Authors first gathered data
for the re-tweet count after every 20 minute time interval for
first hour and then used this information to determine the
most similar tweet pattern in the training set of the given re-
tweet features set. The predicted popularity was then set to
the weighted average of the re-tweets.

Item popularity is affected bymainly four categories of fea-
tures namely structure, content, early adoption and temporal
features. As per some researchers content is useful [A] while
as per some [A, B] it is not. Most often access patterns of
web-contents exhibit similar popularity initially and gives a
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diverse pattern afterwards. These diverse popularity evolution
patterns are further investigated in [4], [23] and the authors
have concluded that the use of recent popularity and total
popularity in a given point of time leads to higher accuracy in
predictions in targeted future-time-window. To substantiate
the above assertion, Zeng et al. [23] divided three different
datasets into two time frames namely past-time-window and
future- time window, and predicted that recent popularity is
useful for short lifespan window and total popularity per-
forms reasonably well in the long run.

Search engines predict the social media item popularity
on the basis of their usage and click rate. The ranking is
then obtained by predicting the future consumption of items.
Although various ranking methodologies can be applied,
our focus is temporal features like time of item consump-
tion, or current trending items on social media such as pop-
ular videos on Youtube [23]. Temporal features have been
given preferred treatment over other features and dominate
active research. Popularity of temporal features is fortified
with the fact that they are easily available and also they
are independent of the item level features saving cost of
feature engineering. Thus models based on these find varied
applications such as Twitter, citation count and so on.

As we find the nature of web-content Evolutionary, we pro-
poses a Growth-based Popularity Predictor (GPP) model
in this paper for predicting and ranking the web-contents.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed model, we have
employed three actual web-based datasets namely Movie-
lens, Facebook-wall-post and Digg. The performance of the
model is measured based on four information-retrieval met-
rics, which are Area Under receiving operating Characteristic
(AUC), Novelty, Precision and Kendals Tau. The obtained
results show that the prediction performance can be further
improved if score is mapped onto cumulative predicted-items
ranking.

An exhausted reviews of above contributions has been car-
ried out which motivates us to address evolutionary scenario
of web-contents on onlinemedia. The novelty of the proposed
approach lies in its model that works to predict novel items
and correct prediction of temporal popular items. Unlike
previous approaches, scores of items are assigned based on
its cumulative values defined by function which depends on
threshold value. This parameter makes it possible to tune the
contribution of the cumulative function.

III. GROWTH-BASED POPULARITY-PREDICTION
In the era of online-social-media (OSM), millions of data are
generating at each minute. Analyzing the details of items’
sharing or liking of every minute is a challenging task.
An analyzing method eases the information-retrieval from
such evolutionary scenarios. Considering this idea of analy-
sis, we have adopted the evolutionary scenario of a user-item
graph of Facebook-wall-post along with two other datasets
Movielens and Digg. In figure 2, a snapshot of Facebook-
wall-post interaction user-item graph is plotted which shows
how the interaction network is growing after the publication

FIGURE 2. A snapshot of Facebook wall-post interaction where node-size
shows likes, comments etc.

of posts. To ease this evolutionary scenario, we construct
the subset of the data in the recent time-window where
likes, rating, re-shares, and voting is considered as popularity.
We described all these datasets in greater detail in Section IV.

Preferential Attachment-basedmodel (PA) [20], also called
rich-get-richer, best describes the network evolution assum-
ing that higher the degree higher the probability of attracting
new links. In our context we mean that higher popularity of
an item, higher the probability of attracting new users. In this
paper, authors’ main aim is to predict the expected items’
popularity that may be of great interest of the peoples in near
future. To predict the expected popularity, a live experiment
is carried out in Facebook-wall-post, Movielens and Digg.
To this end, 100th most popular items are considered in
the past and future time window in our experimental setup.
Whenever a user’s request is received for an item from the
network, it validates the request and creates a map of node
and list of item as link received. Since these datasets are
very large and unstructured, all datasets are mapped into
adjacency matrix A whose elements are 0 and 1. This is time-
dependency matrix which is used to evaluate item-degree
Zi(t) =

∑
u Aui(t) indicating the number of users u who

collected item i.
Unlike other social-media, we have complete information

consisting of like, sharing and comments along with com-
plete users’s account-information in Facebook. This collec-
tive information is considered as review rating which is then
mapped to our binary data by applying item with any of 3 rat-
ing is marked as collected by a respective user. In Movielens,
any item rated 3 or above is marked as 1 in the mapped data
and item is marked as collected by user if respected user voted
that item. The nature of the collected data is shown in figure 4.
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FIGURE 3. Conceptual Diagram.

As the model proposed by Lerman and Hogg described the
temporal evolution of items’ popularity as stochastic process
of users’ surfing on social-media [21]. And also in such

cases, users’ request of sharing or liking is highly skewed
[22]. Therefore, items’ rating in this paper is normalised to
maintain the trade-off between consequences of too small and
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FIGURE 4. Data Statistics Plots.

too high value of TP asmentioned in [23]. Note that Zi(t) is the
normalised-stale-popularity we mean items’ degree received
during recent-time-window TP. When we say normalised-
current-popularity (i.e. 1Zi(t)) we mean the items’ degree
increased at the time t. On the basis of these two comple-
mentary sources of information, we have introduced a dis-
crete distribution function (Eq. 1) assigning possible score Si
labelled by compared-popularity.

Si(t,TP) =

{
T (Zi), If 1Zi > Zi
T (1Zi), If 1Zi ≤ Zi

where, (1)

Scores of items are assigned based on its cumulative values
defined by function FX (x) which depends on threshold value
k ∈ [0, 1]. This parameter k makes it possible to tune the con-
tribution of the cumulative function.We assumed if the item’s
current-popularity is greater than that of recent-popularity in
stale-time-window, then scores grows exponentially for such
items, otherwise less popular items’s score grows linearly as
shown in Eq. 2. Therefore, we refer to this model as Grows-
based Popularity Predictor (GPP). The popularity growth

function is defined as:

T (x) =

{
ex , If FX (x) > k
x, Otherwise.

(2)

In our approach, we define a test date t∗ and future-time-
window of length TF . The increased popularity of item i in
the defined window is introduced in Eq. 3.

1Zi(t∗ + TF ,TF ) = Zi(t∗ + TF )− Zi(t∗ + TF − TF ) (3)

All items are ranked according to their increased popularity
1Zi(t∗ + TF ,TF ). This ranking is referred as true ranking.
We then assign scores to all items using generic predictor as in
Eq. 1 which are mapped into a predicted ranking to compute
the expected popularity prediction. To test the performance
proposed predictor, estimated ranking of top n items is com-
puted and then are examined in order to determine their
presence in the true ranking as shown in table 1. Some new
items may get ranks in the top n places of estimated ranking
(e.g. items i5 and i7 in the given table).

The number of items in the top n places of estimated
ranking, also appear in the top n places of true ranking,
is measured in precision Pn ∈ [0, 1] (higher the precision
the better prediction). This precision is evaluated on average
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FIGURE 5. Heat map of precision 100 in the past/future time window plane(TP , TF ).

results over 10,10 and 7 regularly spaced test-dates to test the
performance of the proposed predictor for Movielens, Face-
book, and Digg respectively. On the other hand, the number
of ‘‘new entries’’ (got the place in the estimated ranking that

missed the place in the true ranking) is measured in quality
Qn which is the ratio of number of new entries En to the
number of items identified by predictor Cn. This information
retrieval metricQn (i.e. En/Cn) shows how well the proposed
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TABLE 1. Ranking table.

model is able to predict the future trends for unseen events.
In our analysis, top 100 items are considered to test the
performance of the model. Further details of the metrics is
given in section IV.

A. EVALUATION METRICS
To measure the performance of our model we selected
four information retrieval based metrics:precision(Pk ), nov-
elty(Qk ) and Area Under receiving operating Characteristic
(AUCk ) also known as ROC [24], and Kendal’s rank correla-
tion Tau(τ ).
• Precision is defined as the fraction of objects listed in
the top k rankings of the predicted and real ranking lists
[25] and is given by:

Pk =
Dk
k
, (4)

where Dk is the number of common objects in the top k
of both predicted and real ranking lists. Pk ∈ [0, 1]. The
higher value of Pk , the better precision of prediction.

• Novelty(Qk ) measures the ability of a predictor to rank
’new objects’ in the top k position which were not in the
top k positions in the past. Let Rk denotes the number of
’new objects’ in the top k position of the real list and EK
denotes the number of new object correctly predicted by
our model in top k ranking list. Then the novelty score
is measured by-

Qk =
Ek
Rk
, (5)

• AUC measures the importance of the relative position
of its top k objectives in the predicted and ranked lists.
It selects the top k objects from the real list as a bench-
mark and compares their rank scores with the top k
objects in the predicted list. Let sp ∈ Lp and sr ∈ Lr
be the scores of an object in predicted list. Then AUC
can be calculated by:-

AUC =

∑
sp∈Lp

∑
sr∈Lr

I (sp, sr )∣∣Lp∣∣ |Lr | where, (6)

I (sp, sr ) =


0, if sp > sr ,
0.5, if sp = sr ,
1, if sp < sr .

(7)

• Kendal’s Tau(τ ) is used to measure rank correlation
between two list, i.e predicted and real ratings. It varies

FIGURE 6. Rankings of the top 200 items in the given datasets.

between −1 and +1. τ = 1 when predicted and real
(actual) are identical, τ = 0 when both ranking are
independent and τ = −1 shows they perfectly disagree.
It can be given as-

τ =
C − D

√
(C + D− Ntp)

√
(C + D− Ntr )

, (8)

where C is the number of concordant pairs and D is the
number of discordant pairs. Ntp is the number of ties in
predicted list and Ntr number of ties in real list.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
This paper presents details of data collection process, infor-
mation retrieval metrics, relative comparisons of methods and
their results in details Figure 3 in the following subsections.
Where conceptual diagram represents the preprocessing of
the data used in our analysis. Basically conceptual diagram
is visual representation of the way in which abstract concepts
are related. Conceptual diagrams are widely employed in
fields as diverse data be created in a variety of ways to suit
the items process’s needs. After reading data, by taking an
average of the validations and create map of node, Id and list
of time when link received. Where parallel threads wait until
all thread finishes. Write accuracy results to file then write
the predicted score to file and return the accuracy results.
Otherwise after reading common Data in Map, since we have
Map, so the map key set divided into sub lists and passes
to threads. Till that wait until all thread, after all finishes
calculate predicted score.

A. DATA COLLECTION
In this study, we used data from Movielens, Facebook-wall-
post, and Digg. Movielens is web-based movie recommen-
dation service, currently focusing on predicting popularity
of movies. Initially, this website is created by GroupLens
Research gather the research data to solve the research prob-
lems. In our analysis, we used latest dataset1of Movielens
which contains 26, 024289 rating records of 45, 843 movies
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FIGURE 7. Sensitivity of model for varying top k value (number of selected objects for comparing predicted and real ranking lists), for fixed
TP and TF . Here past and future time window i.e TP & TF is fixed as 30 days (Facebook and Movielens) and 10 hours for Digg dataset. The
X-axis is for top k node list size as a percentage of the whole list.

rated by 270, 896 users. This data is recorded between Jan-
uary 09, 1995 and August 04, 2017. Each user has rated a
movie from 1 to 5. In this study, we considered only positive
ratings (higher than 2). To avoid biasedness we randomly
selected 20 millions unique users and all the movies rated
by them. We have considered the time in days. Similar to
Movielens, Digg includes popular news with highly popular
stories. Digg2data contains 3553 news items where 139409
users have voted or Digged (3018196 links) for the news sto-
ries from 31 January 2009 to 5 July 2009. We have randomly
sampled 10, 000 users and all their digged news. In addition
Facebook is one of the most popular social networking web-
sites where users can share their moments, photos, videos,
newsfeeds and their thoughts. Facebook3contains Facebook
user’s wall post activities from 14 October 2004 to 21st
January 2009. It contains 46951 users and their wall post
activity [2], [26], [27]. We remove the records where users
have posted on their own wall.

All these datasets are divided into 2 parts according to
2 time-windows. First part of the dataset lie in the past-
time-window and second part of the dataset lies in the

1www.grouplens.org/node/73
2www.isi.edu/integration/people/lerman/downloads.html
3http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/networks/facebook-wosn-wall

future-time-window. Middle part (common in both time-
windows) of the dataset is chosen for random selection of
the test date t∗ which is averaged over 10 regularly spaced
test date for all 3 datasets. This is because we can have
space for the random test-date in both time-windows. We can
have enough information from the historical data, if test-
date is randomly selected from past-time-window. On the
other hand, we can have enough information from the data
of future-time-window, which is not yet obvious, if test-date
is randomly selected from the future-time-window.

In data processing, we observed that few items received
very high number of ranking, while majority of items only
get low ranking. All these items are sorted by their decreasing
ranking. Figure 6 exhibits that the observed behaviour of
many least popular items is linear as chosen linear function
in Eq. 2.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To perform the experiments we randomly selected the time-
window assuming we have enough historical information
of item’s rating in given time-frame. We have ranked the
items according to its score and then compare items’ rank-
ing according to true ratings after future time window TF .
To avoid the experimental biasness we took an average of
10 experiments considering the 10-cross fold validation in
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FIGURE 8. Performance of our model for fixed past and varying future time window. Here The X-axis is for time and The Y-axis is for
accuracy score.

which snapshots of said networks are considered at 10 dif-
ferent time-steps using 10 different threads. In this section,
we examine the sensitivity of our proposed model to the vari-
able k , based on the percentage of the selected list compared
to the full list, while fixing the TP and TF . We selected the
past and future time windows as 30 days for Facebook and
Movielens and 10 hours for Digg.

We examine the sensitivity of our proposed model to the
variable k . As shown in Fig. 7, Precision Pk increases with
the same rate in all the data sets. Novelty prediction (Qk )
becomes fixed after a threshold (≈ 20), meaning it is not
affected by the size of the list or in other words, is not sensitive
to the k . The performance of tau (τ ) doesn’t get affected
by the list size because it works on the whole list, not on

top k items. We can see AUC decreases as the size of the
list increases. In addition, Fig. 7 shows the precision of our
proposed model is perfect after a threshold of about 35%.
Therefore, this is an accurate model when having high k value
is not computationally costly [23].

A. VARYING FUTURE TIME (TF ), FIXED PAST TIME (TP )
AND FIXED SIZE K
To set an appropriate fixed past time window (TP) charac-
teristics of the dataset such as their evolution rate has been
considered. As the movie rating process is slower than the
Facebook wall communication or Digg item prorogation.
We set a longer period of 90 days as TP for Movielens but
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30 days and 5 hours for Facebook and Digg respectively.
We have tested the predictor for the varying future time
lengths from day 1 to 500 days for Movielens and Facebook;
and up to 50 hours for Digg. TheX-axis shows the time andY-
axis shows the accuracy results based on different evaluation
metrics. Our proposedModel (given in Eq. 1) outperforms the
PA model in all the cases except in Movielens and Facebook
rank correlation case as shown in Fig. 8.
To overcome the problem of big data considering every

detail of items at every moment of sharing or liking is a diffi-
cult task, this study only considers recent time windows. So,
assumptions about datasets nature like keep changing (as in
case of Diggs), this study consider the more complex scenario
and therefore considering three time windows for already
papule novel items on behalf of other baseline experimental
outcomes of already popular items that has been captured in
past, just before now.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper studied the popularity prediction method of web-
items available on the online-social-media. An expressive
model has been proposed to predict such items’ popularity
that remains attractive or less attractive for longer periods
of time. The model includes a more important steps with
the condition that the evolution of web-content over time
grow exponentially or sometimes remain linear. To measure
the performance of model, 3 different real data sets and
preferential attachment-based model as a benchmark have
been used. The proposed model outperforms the benchmark
model on these real data-sets. We have considered the data
sets to keep a different kind of evolution in mind, such as on
Movielens the evolution is slower than Facebook and Digg.
While Digg items’ evolution is faster since news items don’t
last for a long time. In all the cases we have found recent
popularity based our proposed model outperforms. We have
found that performance of the model gets better in the system
where items evolve faster such as in case of Digg. We can
find that our model outperforms with great margin as we
move from slower system to faster system such as Movielens
to Digg. In case of Movielens, our model outperforms but
not with great margin as in case of Digg. In our analysis
of Movielens data, we have found that recent popularity is
more correlated to actual popularity gain as compared to total
popularity which supports the preferential attachment.
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